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Lamptron CCM30 Lite
programmable fan
controller - black

Special Price

$19.95 was

$28.50
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Short Description

This programmable 4-channel fan control allows temperature-dependent control of the connected fans. As
soon as the preset temperature range is exceeded or undershot, the operation of the fan starts or stops.
From a temperature of 45 ° C, the Lamptron CCM30 Lite activates the connected fans. If a temperature of 25
° Celsius is reached afterwards, the controller switches the fans off again. The green LED indicates whether
the fans have been activated, the red LED indicates whether the device is being supplied with power.

Description

This programmable 4-channel fan control allows temperature-dependent control of the connected fans. As
soon as the preset temperature range is exceeded or undershot, the operation of the fan starts or stops.
From a temperature of 45 ° C, the Lamptron CCM30 Lite activates the connected fans. If a temperature of 25
° Celsius is reached afterwards, the controller switches the fans off again. The green LED indicates whether
the fans have been activated, the red LED indicates whether the device is being supplied with power.

Specifications

    Dimensions: 75 x 44 x 26 mm (W x H x D)
    Distance holes: 70 X 35 mm (W x H)
    Material: Anodised, brushed aluminum
    Color: Black
    Fan channels: 4 (max 30 W total)
    Connections:
    4x 3-pin (fan)
    1x 2-pin (sensor)
    1x 4-pole molex (power supply)
    Delivery:
    1x fan control
    1x cable with temperature sensor (75 cm)
    4x fixing screws
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Additional Information

Brand Lamptron

SKU LAMP-CCM30B-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Device Type Fan Controller

Special Price $19.95


